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Scotland: the Daughters of Anne, Duchess of
Hamilton
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IN EARLY 1716, Margaret, countess of Panmure, began what would
become a seven-year political campaign to avert the consequences of
her husband, James, fourth earl of Panmure's, active role in the failed
Jacobite Rebellion of 1715. Margaret was one of many eighteenth-
century Scotswomen who became politically active. The lives of those
who did so suggest that the most important antecedent of such activity
was the perceived political victimisation of their husbands. Such victi-
misation might come from other politicians or political groups and, if it
could be traced to English roots, the political trauma became yet greater.

Margaret was the youngest of three sisters. The eldest, Katherine, first
duchess of Atholl, became politically active at a particular point in her life
and continued so until her death, but the middle sister, Susan, never
became politically engaged. Their shared heritage included an excellent
role model for women's political activism: their mother, Anne, duchess of
Hamilton. Though she sometimes declined political engagement, Duchess
Anne actively supported the political pre-eminence of Presbyterianism
and intervened to favour members of her family.' All of her sons became
politically active. That her daughters should also incline toward political
engagement might he expected, yet two became active whilst one did not.

Nothing of their lives suggests significant differences in their back-
grounds before marriage. 2 The evidence of their own correspondence
shows all three to be clear of thought and action and firm of conviction.
In the absence of striking differences in background, the key to Kather-
ine's and Margaret's political activities, and to Susan's inactivity, lies in
their experiences after they married.

The case of Katherine, the eldest, provides the clearest correlation
between specific events and the onset of political engagement. Between
her marriage to John Murray on z4 May 1683, and his appointment as a
secretary of state for Scotland early in 1696, little of politics appeared in
Katherine's correspondence. 3 Katherine's perception of her husband as
the victim of political intrigue and her serious interest in politics began
soon after his appointment.4 As early as February 1696 she first recog-
nised political double dealing with regard to her husband:
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it would appear things had been done on purpose before you
should have the opportunity to speak to his Majesty. I assure you
some people here are not idle to improve things to their own
designs and those who you would little think has spoke pretty
openly.5

Her awareness of political intrigue expanded quickly, as Duchess Anne
asked Katherine to burn her letters and assured that she did the same,
a resolution fortunately broken!' Katherine soon received George Mac-
Kenzie, viscount Tarbat, and `found his errand was to pump me to know
how soon you was to be back ... but his Lordship went away as little
wiser as when he came'. She urged her husband `to keep your resolutions
as quiet as you can ...'7

Katherine's political concerns intensified in 1697 with the efforts of her
husband, by then earl of Tullibardine, to gain the appointment of Sir
William Hamilton of Whitelaw as president of the Court of Session. This
appointment quickly became a trial of strength between Tullibardine and
his rivals, Queensberry and Argyll." With Tullibardine in London,
Katherine became his principal source of political intelligence from
Edinburgh. She warned that `Q[ueensberry] and his party are mighty
high insulting upon it', and encouraged him that, `although you say if
partys are contriving to put you out of court it will be no great
mortification to you ... I confess the more they were striving against
me would not make me the easier part with it'. Later in the year,
Katherine found the English parliament still ill humoured, and accurately
predicted that `for our African company you may expect no favour from
thence'. 9 Her awareness of English interests as a source of trouble thus
sharpened.

The events that most significantly politicised Katherine occurred in
Edinburgh in August 1698. Tullibardine, with his brothers James and
Edward, accosted the Laird of Balnagoun about his mis-statements on the
sensitive subject of Simon Fraser of Beaufort, then on trial for his recent
abduction, forced marriage and rape of Tullibardine's sister. 10 Tullibar-
dine and his brothers invited Balnagoun into their nearby lodgings and
allegedly beat him." Although no evidence suggests that Tullibardine's
enemies had deliberately provoked him, the incident provided a perfect
opportunity to harass him. They were placed under house arrest and then
released promising to keep the peace until the matter could be heard in
November.12

Tullibardine's protests went unheard and they prompted Katherine,
though pregnant, to her most vehement political correspondence to date.
She urged her brothers to intercede and cautioned them against believing
government versions of the story. Katherine urged her brother, James, by
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now Duke of Hamilton, to `be not slow in showing yourself very active in
this affair...' 13

 This provoked from him the unusual initiative of writing
to leading politicians to hinder false accounts. The conduct which
Katherine's letters inspired in him even won him rare praise from their
mother. 14

 To her brother, Charles, earl of Selkirk, with direct access to
the King, Katherine wrote, `I expect dear brother you will not at this time
be idle but lay out yourself to vindicate my Lord ...' He accordingly
reported the affair to the King, who responded that Tullibardine `had no
reason to expect favours from him but that he would examine the matter
and that would do justice of everybody'. ts

 Tullibardine's acquittal
followed."

Katherine recognised that the Balnagoun affair represented a new level
of secular activity that distracted her from spiritual matters. 17 None of
this lessened her anger at Tullibardine's enemies, particularly his former
ally Marchmont. She reported that he `has dealt most ungratefully with
my Lord', and that `Lord Argyll has now the sole management' of
Marchmont, who `says he will venture his neck and fortune to humble
my Lord Tullibardine'. She remarked that `E[arl) Argyll threatens
nothing less than ruin to us all, but big words is to frighten children
and fools'.'8

Until 1702, with Tullibardine out of office, Katherine's political en-
gagement subsided, although the strength of her opinions appeared
occasionally. In February 1700, for example, she wrote of the failure
of the Darien project:

The hard treatment we meet with from the English is most
unaccomptable ... I am in such a passion at them that its best for
me to say nothing for only I hope we shall yet live to see the day
that they shall be made to repent their unworthy unneighbourly
doings.19

The 1702 elections brought Katherine renewed political involvement and
new experience of political betrayals. With Tullibardine in London, she
worked for the election of his brother, Lord James Murray, for the burgh
of Falkland. She discovered an opposition built around one Alexander
Robeson, previously a staunch Tullibardine supporter. She quickly rallied
Murray's supporters and told Tullibardine:

You are downright betrayed. Nobody has been entrusted with it
but those two knaves that ten hangings is too little for especially
that Robeson every day brings out more and more of it, and it will
be found he's betraying the town as well as you ...20

She cautioned Tullibardine `to set your heart off your brother's
election ...' yet consoled him that `the discovery of this man is of more
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importance than you can understand at a distance, and it has discovered
some others as well as him'.21

The `Queensberry Plot' of 1703 again activated Katherine through the
targeting of her husband. Queensberry had authorised the outlawed
Simon Fraser to discover a Jacobite plot with the intention of implicating
Katherine's husband, now lord privy seal and earl of Atholl. Forewarned,
Atholl confronted Queensberry before Queen Anne and forestalled the
attempt. 22 Katherine supported him throughout, gathering and forward-
ing intelligence about Fraser's activities in the Highlands, and warning
Atholl of treachery in Scotland. She cautioned him to `answer for no man
breathing but yourself' and urged him to `be wary to whom you speak or
write ...' Once again, political intrigue aimed at Atholl had engaged
Katherine.23

The final occasion of Katherine's political activism involved the pro-
posed Act of Union. As early as 2.3 April 1702, two days before giving
birth to her twelfth child (of thirteen), Katherine wrote to Tullibardine
that `I cannot believe ... that any English are serious for an union with
Scotland on any honourable terms for us'. 24 Atholl's dismissal as privy
seal in 1704 for his support of the Act of Security, which asserted
Scotland's independent right to decide the succession, only served to
increase Katherine's suspicions about English designs.21 She even penned
a verse against the Union, but Katherine died on the night of 9 January
1707 and therefore did not live to see the Union.26

The middle Hamilton daughter, Susan, experienced nothing compar-
able to the provocations that faced Katherine. Her first marriage, in
November 1684, to Lord John Cochrane, later earl of Dundonald, invited
nothing of political engagement. Although eligible to attend the 1689

session of the Convention Parliament, he did not do so. Dundonald's
death in May 1690 left her a twenty-three year old widow with three
children.27

Susan's widowhood left her in command of her children's education
and health, and her own remarriage. When contemplating remarriage,
she insisted on visiting her mother with her brother, Selkirk, because `the
more unity there is now in the family the better, for it has enemies enough
to take advantage of the least appearance of discord ...' 28 Susan finally
accepted the proposal of Charles Hay, Lord Yester, late in 1697.
Although some of her brothers preferred another suitor, her another
assured Yester's father that `my daughter is at her own disposal ...' She
married Yester in December, but the marriage brought little political
vulnerability. 29 Although his father had flirted with Tullibardine's op-
position, Yester did nothing to provoke attack from the Government. In
1698, during the Balnagoun affair, Yester came briefly into disfavour, but
Seafield
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has writ plainly that the opposing of the King's designs in
Parliament was the reason, but this does not hold as to my Lord
Yester, for which there can be no reason given but his marrying
your Grace's sister, for he has done nothing in council or out of it
to deserve it ...30

No evidence suggests that this provoked Susan into political engagement
comparable to Katherine's.

Susan's marriage to Yester shows only minimal political interest.
Neither the Act of Union nor even the `1 5 itself provoked significant
comment in her correspondence. A single appeal for her intervention on
behalf of her Jacobite brother-in-law, William, second baron Nairne,
evoked no action.31

 Susan's political passivity should not, however, be
seen as part of a general passivity. After Dundonald's death, she had
taken a firm hand in choosing her second husband in a manner similar to
other elite widows. Susan also resisted her brother Orkney's idea that her
young son, John, fourth marquis of Tweeddale, should marry Madame
von Kielmannsegge's daughter. 32

 To prevent the marriage, she rushed to
London and successfully dissuaded him, and later cautioning `that our sex
are sometimes very dangerous and ensnaring for we are not easily
known'.33

 The remaining years of Susan's life were not of a political
nature and she died, aged seventy, in February 1737.;4

The political activity of Margaret, countess of Panmure, like Kather-
ine's, involved provocation, and yielded the most extensive involvement
of the three sisters. Margaret's husband was a staunch Episcopalian
Jacobite educated in France. In 1686 he was the only Scottish privy
councillor to resist James VII and II about rescinding penal laws against
Roman Catholics. James dismissed him and this was the first instance of
his political victimisation, just after Margaret married him on 

5 February
1687.35

The arrival of the Prince of Orange brought Panmure political diffi-
culties from another direction. In January 1689 he journeyed to London
to do all he could for the King's interest ...' but William quickly placed
him under house arrest. 36

 William soon released him to attend the
convention of estates in Scotland, where he unsuccessfully opposed
William's nominee for president of the convention. After an abortive
attempt to aid an armed rising against William, Panmure retired and
applied himself to his studies and estates in Angus. He placed himself in
the permanent role of political victim because `he would never he
persuaded to take the oaths or comply in any manner or way with the
usurpers ...' 3

' His Jacobitism thus assured him even greater disadvan-
tage than his Episcopalianism.

Margaret's own political involvement only began to emerge in 1697,
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when Panmure declined Tullibardine's offer of an appointment. She
advised Katherine that she had told Panmure that `I'm afraid he will
not have such offers again ...' and described him as `a little too strict on
the head ...'38 Margaret also first wrote of her resentment toward
English obstruction of the Darien project:

I think all Scots folks should stand up for it and certainly if they
did the English would not be so well able to obstruct it, but it
seems some thinks a bird in the hand is worth two flying. There
are many that have not yet payed ... but for the most part it is
people that is in the government that has not yet payed ...39

Panmure's commitment to the sinking Darien project continued through
11700, but little more of Margaret's views emerged save for regrets at its
demise.40

Upon Queen Anne's accession, Margaret hoped that Hamilton, Tulli-
bardine, and Tweeddale might be favoured, but `I have some fears that
fair words will be all they'll get... i41 From then until the outbreak of the
11715 Rising little further evidence appears of Margaret's political in-
volvement. 42 Even the attempted Franco-Jacobite invasion of 1708
offered no provocation to Margaret. The government remarkably
omitted Panmure when it arrested suspected Jacobites, although he
had received letters from James III and Louis XIV, and had met the
Jacobite agent, Nathaniel Hook.4;

The turning point for Margaret's political involvement, which would
exceed even Katherine's, came with Panmure's participation in the '15.
When Panmure was summoned to appear `before the criminal court' as a
suspected Jacobite, he joined the rising and proclaimed King James III at
Brechin. He then raised a regiment of foot at his own expense, joined
Mar, fought at Sheriffmuir, suffered severe wounds and capture, but
escaped. Panmure was recuperating at Dundee when James III arrived in
Scotland.44

Although Margaret later claimed that `I can take God to witnesse to
that I never gave my consent to his going out but did what I could to have
prevented it but could not prevail with him', she did entertain James III.4s

When she later disputed charges of her own Jacobitism, she did slip that
`God knows I liked the cause'. 46 As the rising collapsed, Panmure
accepted James III's advice and fled to France.47 Mitigation of the
consequences of Panmure's actions then fell to Margaret, who remained
in Scotland.

Margaret recognised that the solutions to Panmure's problems would
be political. To prevent his attainder, she wrote `to all that 1 thought my
letters would have any influence with. . .' including Hugh Campbell, earl
of Loudoun, to whom she urged that Panmure `has never broke any
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engagements to the Government having never taken any oaths since the
Revolution'. 48 She noted that attainders sometimes secured jointures to
the wives of the attainted, but her efforts for Panmure failed as he was
among those attainted.49

With her husband's attainder, Margaret faced a triple challenge. She
pursued the overlapping political goals of obtaining parliamentary leg-
islation for the grant of her jointure, delaying the sale of Panmure's
estates, and obtaining a remission for him. The jointure and the delay of
the estate sale became entangled, as award of the jointure required settling
outstanding accounts. Once settled, these would have the counterpro-
ductive effect of hastening the sale.

The most pressing problem lay with Margaret's jointure. If granted, it
would secure her livelihood and allow her to contribute to Panmure's
support. 5

° She proposed to the earl of Stanhope, then secretary of state,
that her name be included in an act of parliament that would grant
jointures to the wives of leading Jacobites. He agreed to present her
petition to the King, but this miscarried when Stanhope met Selkirk,
Margaret's `little too officious' brother, at court. He proposed to present
the petition to the King, with Stanhope to support it afterwards."
Stanhope demurred, but Selkirk persuaded him to do it. The bill, how-
ever, `was ordered to he ingrossed and your name not mentioned with
that of the duchess of Ormonde, Lady Mar, and Bolingbroke'. SZ When
Margaret learned of her brother's intervention, she became incensed,
noting that Stanhope `told me he did not doubt of obtaining my jointure
for me' and attributing `the misfortune of this to its having been taken
from him'. Selkirk's attempts to defend his conduct only earned him the
rebuke that `I am told it is now evident that I and others have been
remarkable ill used on account of being related to the family of Hamil-
ton'.53

Margaret understood this failure to obtain her jointure as a further
instance of English abuse of the Scots. She remarked that `the husbands of
those ladys that have met with so much favour are I think full as criminal
as mine is and unless my being a North Britain is the cause I can find no
other ... i54 

Assurances of success in the next session of Parliament
brought only the tart response that `I suppose that is but an offput. It's
now happy for a Scotsman to get an English wife. If so you had a better
chance for a livelihood'.5'

With the new session of parliament in 1717, Margaret renewed her
campaign for her jointure. Upon the advice of her friends, she made the
distasteful trip to London, wrote to her brother Orkney and to Cadogan,
and met Stanhope to assure his continued support. sb The first glimmer of
hope came in June when she petitioned the House of Commons `who has
received it and has given orders for a bill to be brought in to enable the
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King to grant the desire of my petition ...' Her bill passed by 2.8 June and
received royal assent on 15 July.57

Margaret's success with parliament gave her the opportunity to deal
with a bureaucratic maze to try to obtain actual payment. She first met
delays with the barons of the Scottish exchequer because its two English
members were in London while the three Scots were in Edinburgh. They
reported in January 117118, but the treasury did not deal with her jointure
until April, and then only to refer it to the solicitor and attorney general to
determine whether it should be for life, or during pleasure." She soon
appeared before Attorney General Nicholas Lechmere to advance her
case. Another favourable report from the Scottish barons of the exche-
quer came in June. Yet another referral to the attorney general excluded
from the settlement an additional £io,000 bond that Panmure had
granted for Margaret's earlier success in clearing his debt. 59 She then
faced another obstacle, as the commissioners for the forfeited estates
declined to pay her until she accounted for the crops and rents of 1715.60

Her struggle with the commissioners continued for weeks as they pressed
her for accounts and bonds. By October 172.0 the commissioners even
demanded accounts for r 71 4 , as Panmure had not settled them before his
flight. She finally extracted a precept for payment of one year's jointure in
November 172.0, although it proved difficult to obtain because South Sea
Company investments had drained Scotland of available funds. 61 Mar-
garet herself was among the many Scots who lost through South Seas
investments, of which she reported, `it's said that almost as many are
ruined by it as was by the Rebellion ... i62 She first received partial
payment in January 1721. More followed in March 1711, July 1722. and
August 1722, but the matter was still open just before Panmure died in
April 172.3.63

Margaret's efforts to protect Panmure's estates attest to her deter-
mination. From the outset, she realised the value of retaining physical
possession of the estates because `I believe my being here at this
time has prevented some inconveniences that might have otherways
happened ...'64 She obtained tacks of Panmure House and Brechin
Castle from the lords of session, the commissioners for forfeited estates
and the eventual purchaser of the estates, the York Building Society. 65 She
failed, however, in her ultimate purpose of averting the sale of the estates.
The commissioners, frustrated by the delaying tactics, finally sold the
estates before the determination of all claims. The York Building Society
purchased them on 9 October 1719 for £6o,soo: by far the largest of the
attainted Jacobites' estates.66

Panmure's remission proved to he the most difficult task of all. The
woman who succeeded with parliament about her jointure and who
struggled so tenaciously to obtain its payment could not persuade her
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husband to meet the preconditions necessary for his remission. Margaret
believed that if Panmure would guarantee his future conduct he might be
remitted and allowed to returned to Scotland. She repeatedly begged him
to promise his future good conduct so that she could pursue the matter.67
In the end, Panmure praised her profusely as

a virtuous discreet woman of good understanding, good nature,
and a great humour, with whom he had lived very comfortably,
there always having been great unanimity, concord, and love
betwixt them ...68

Although she begged him to give the guarantee, even pointing out that
they were too old for him to do much anyway, `unanimity, concord, and
love' went just so far: he finally refused. 69 Her outspoken response to that
refusal is the only one of her 147 surviving letters to him that does not
bear the salutation, `my dearest heart.' She wrote:

I am both very much grieved and astonished to find that you are so
nicely scrupulous as to resolve that you will not so much as give
security for your peaceable behaviour in time coming in case your
attainder is taken off ... If you refuse this, don't complain of the
government being severe for in reason they cannot be blamed ...7O

Margaret certainly deserved her anger toward Panmure's refusal. To this
point she had been as diligent in the campaign to secure a parliamentary
remission for him as she had been in the matter of her jointure. She had
extended her unpleasant stays in London solely to pursue his remission.71
She wrote to many leading politicians to persuade them to reverse the
attainder. 72

 Her disappointment at this refusal to guarantee his future
conduct became even greater in 1719 during her visit to Panmure in Paris.
She discovered that his relations with James III and his court had been
embittered for some time, a theme upon which Panmure himself dwelt,
but of which he had only hinted to Margaret. 73 Even after Panmure's
refusal to co-operate, however, she doggedly pursued the remission until
his death. Thereafter Margaret lived quietly until her death, aged fifty-
five, in December 1731.74

Margaret's seven years of intense political effort, though limited in
success, exceeded that of her sisters. Like Katherine, she had witnessed
what she perceived as her husband's political victimisation and, although
she only became politically active in 1715, she remained so until his
death. Favours granted to the English wives of Scottish Jacobites peri-
odically reinforced her sense of victimisation. This perception of victi-
misation, particularly of the husband, and particularly if English inspired,
stands as the most evident distinction between Katherine and Margaret,
who became politically engaged, and Susan, who did not.
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